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Playing 10 minutes, the whole rest of the day to recover, trying to not vomit.
Fast speed movements and displacements, while staying sat down on your chair = read a book in a car on a mountain road, you
are sure need to stop frequently. And it's not for peeing...
Just TOO quick for so huge mechs !
"War Robots VR : The Skirmish" is way better. Saddly it's just a demo.
I have a normal internal hear (or maybe slightly over human normality), with a fully fonctionnal balance sense, then the smallest
shift of perception between sight and movement make me sick.
For those who never get motion sickness, you should see a doctor and a neuro specialist.

Yek... Even remember this game make me sick.

It's really too bad, because this game has beautiful graphisms and a really good gameplay.. Ha, I won't be scared! I've played
Mad father, Misao, and Angels of Death. Puny jumpscares won't scare me anymore

-a few minutes into the game and gets jumpscared, causing me to scream-

at least no one will know :'). Not enough Cave, and not enough Men.
0/10. Overall this was a pretty interesting watch. I recommend!

Pros:
1) I enjoyed watching the developers in their day-to-day lives, I found it interesting because I knew little about China and the
people who live there before I'd watched this.
2) I liked the fly-on-the-wall style of the documentary, the filmmakers just walking around with the developers and letting them
speak and act naturally.

Cons:
1) I wish there were tags that came up on the screen with the name and company of the person who was speaking, or the name
of a game when it was being shown, or perhaps a quick summary of what was going on between chapters.
2) The English subtitles weren't completely accurate. This was very apparent to me when there was English being spoken on
screen and there were missing words or grammatical errors in the English subtitles I watching watching. The subtitles definitely
need some cleaning.

Check it out though, it's an interesting watch.. A goofy little game, the matchmaking is pretty much garbage, had to restart the
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game to get back in wich was irritating, but a fun game with friends i could see, i just dont know how much replayability there
is. Check out my review below!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmnkJ2jFQP8. Beautiful game with some well-integrated puzzles.
There are some real moments where you can't see the way forward for ages, and then you stumble across an unexpected
solution.

My only complaints are the few bugs I encountered (all physics-based and resolved by reloading the current game), and the
really sudden ending(s).. Pretty awesome game worth buying if your into Mini Games should come play Needs more players
maybe some pvp. The stories are good enough, but a little too expensive for the length and, for the most part, don't go far
enough with the sheer insanity of the world according to CK2, especially after several mechanical DLC packs.. Fantastic Game.
11/10.
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A nice game for when you don't have anything going on or if you are bored. Nice to play it from time to time and I like the
board game thing going on with this.. https://www.hardcoregames.biz/warriors-rise-to-glory/

not such a bad game, action is fairly moderate pace, seems to be good for casual gameplay which is desireable at least to me.
Good game but milestone needs to take a look back at 'MXGP' the first one. The in air control was sooooo much better and the
small things in the game still make it fun to play.. garbage only half a clicker not very idle at all. UNKNOWN WORLDS PAY
ATTENTION
Don't get me wrong. I love This game. I loved the original subnautica, and will play this no matter. My only problem, is that in
subnautica, all you know is that you need to go deeper to escape. Sure you may get a PDA or discover a lifepod, but there isn't
someone in your ear. Right away in the below zero,  your sister offers to pick you up. This completely ruins the isolation of the
game. Again, i love subnautica, and will play this whether they change this or not, but it doesn't feel as terrifying knowing  that
Robin can pick me up. . replace my heart with a bust of socrates. So far so good! This game shows a lot of care and love. The
developer is very active, listens to feedback and has been very open with the community.

Looking forward to release - to get a complete and polished play through.

A note about my high number of hours - it appears that my anti virus software - wrongly - locked the exe file and it accumulated
a lot of run time.. As someone who really likes platforms, I hesistate to recommend this game. Although the gimmick is kind of
interesting, it gets stale REALLY fast, and the fundamental platforming isn't as good as many other platformers (They Bleed
Pixels, Meatboy, etc.). All in all it just doesn't hold up enough for me to want to play more than about half an hour.

On the personal taste side, I find the art style pretty bad. Who are they trying to appeal to, urban youth? Give us an anime girl,
or a cute bear, or something a bit more relatable/fun, not some bear I feel might try to rob me of my lunch money.

I'm glad I got it in a bundle with some other games I really enjoyed, because I would have been upset having bought this full
price. There are much better platformers out there, and I would hold off unless you really like both the gimmick and the art
style, and it is really cheap.. A very fun matching game with a medieval theme. It's a match 3, 4, 5 game, and there are powerups
available to buy with the gold accumulated. Also, matching 4 or 5 will unlock powerups that are upgradable at the store as well.
The symbols will vary, so it doesn't get tiring. There are clovers that need to be dropped to the bottom of the screen, but (my
favorite part) is that they can be destroyed and collected by anything that would normally destroy a symbol.

I finished the game and it was a fun ride.. TL;DR - Like the other games NiS has been porting, it's a fun ride...but wait for a sale
before purchasing due to lack of mileage and replayability.
====

Y:MS is a sequel to the previous game, developed for the PS4 rather than the Vita. To reitterate upon the above, this does not
make excuses for the price. With more space for exploration (and indoor areas) and a more involved postgame, it simply drags
the title closer to what they ask you to pay.

----

The fresh coat of paint they chose to apply to the game to differentiate it from the previous one is jump scares (and a few
memes). Fortunately there is no reliance on these to give the game its identity, and like before, the game remains a quiet romp
through the town at night as a little girl (what are her parents doing?) where spirits roam the streets, threatening to murder you
should you be caught. The atmosphere and ambience of the game is a repeat performance, with no actual music and just the
sounds of the city and nature to keep you company. Once again the top down view and artstyle helps prevent the game from
living up to the horror tag, so if that's what you came for it might be a bit disappointing.

As in the case of htol:niq to A Rose in the Twilight, the developers chose to drop the difficulty of the game to make it flow
better and make it have less frustrating cliffs to scale*. There are still a few areas of the game where if you die, the nearest save
point is obnoxiously far away, and you will have to repeat sequences. On the flipside, this still leaves the old trick of suicide
running to a random area to snag a collectible only to die and still have it collected.

*(The main antagonist they chose to introduce to the game is unfortunately the frustrating price you pay for an overall better
game, as his hitbox is questionable and most of the areas you encounter him will leave you screwed solely by RNG when he
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